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upcoming Events
August 16–20 
Mystical Arts of Tibet
We welcome back the Drepung Loseling Monks! The 
Mystical Arts of Tibet is a world tour to promote 
international peace and healing by sharing Tibet’s rich 
and authentic sacred performing and visual arts with 
modern audiences.

October 8 
Denial Screening
When university professor Deborah E. Lipstadt includes 
World War II historian David Irving in a book about Holo-
caust deniers, Irving accuses her of libel and sparks a 
legal battle for historical truth. The screening will take 
place at the Weinstein JCC.

October 25 
Rule of Law Award CEREMONY
The VHM’s Nuremberg Courtroom Committee and the Vir-
ginia Law Foundation established a program to honor indi-
viduals whose work emulates the highest ideals enshrined 
in the principals that established the Nuremberg Military 
Tribunal and later the International Court of Justice.

November 14 
20th anniversary Concert
Join us with the Richmond Symphony Orchestra as they 
perform a concert in commemoration for the VHM’s 20th 
Anniversary. 

December 9 
history + current state of Jews in Ukraine
BBYO, the largest pluralistic Jewish youth movement, and 
the VHM look to educate the Richmond Community about 
the history and current state of Jews in Ukraine. The event 
will consist of a Havdalah, a special guest, and a reception.

Have the VHM 
host Your 
next event!

The Virginia Holocaust Museum contains two rental spaces, a 
5600 square foot auditorium/synagogue and a 5300 square foot 
classroom. For a seated, lecture-style event, the auditorium has 
a maximum capacity of 300 (225 for seated dinners/banquets), 
while the classroom has a maximum capacity of 100. Food and 
beverage service is allowed in both facilities, provided that the 
proper insurance and licenses have been secured. The museum 
does not provide catering.

Both the auditorium/synagogue and the classroom are fully AV 
equipped. Use of the equipment can be included in any rental for 
a nominal charge.

For more information about rentals  
visit  www.vaholocaust.org/rentals
or call us at  804 257 5400 ext. 246

In Case you Missed It

The topic focused on the efforts to de-
segregate Central High School in Little 
Rock, AK in 1957.  Educators explored 
the importance of civic choices and 
how those decisions, both then and 
now, reveal that democracy is not a 
product but a work in progress. This 
program was made possible with the 
partnership of The Moton Museum and 
Facing History and Ourselves.

Facing History
March 21st, 2017

Members of the VHM and WCVE were 
invited to a preview of the NOVA doc-
umentary Holocaust Escape Tunnel, 
which follows a team of archaeolo-
gists who uncover lost pieces of his-
tory in the Lithuanian city of Vilnius. 
The documentary was followed by a 
panel discussion which was broad-
cast on Facebook Live. 

Holocaust Escape Tunnel
April 5th, 2017

The community paused to remem-
ber and honor the Six Million Jews 
who perished in the Holocaust. The 
featured speaker was University of 
Maryland professor and author, Dr. 
Jeffrey Herf and the winners of the 
Student Art Contest was announced. 

Yom HaShoah
April 23rd, 2017

In partnership with Commonwealth 
Catholic Charities and Godwin High 
School, high school art students cre-
ated artwork based on conversations 
with refugees that were resettled 
in Richmond. The artwork will be on 
view at the VHM until August 25th.

Refugee Project Opening
May 18th, 2017
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Introducing Michael!
My name is Michael Herglotz and I’m 19 years old. I recently graduated from commer-
cial academy and I am currently living in the easternmost and least populous state of 
Austria, Burgenland. One might think Austria is made up of rugged Alps, but where I live, 
they’re scarce. The province of Burgenland is well known for its large number of castles, 
palaces, fortified towers and its unique red wine. Burgenland was home to a relatively 
large Jewish population in both the urban and rural areas before 1938, and they played 
a major role in the history of my hometown of Eisenstadt which is why we learned about 
Judaism early in school; but few Jewish families returned after the Holocaust. 

I have always been a soccer and track and field fanatic. I also love getting to know for-
eign countries and cultures, exploring new culinary pastures, and meeting and forming 
friendships with interesting people. That’s why I plan to study tourism management in 
Germany, after my 10 months at the VHM. 

As a person who’s interested in history, I recognize the responsibility Austrians have concerning its role in the Holocaust. I am very 
thankful for having the once-in-a-lifetime chance to do the Austrian Holocaust Memorial Service at the VHM. During the last years of 
my studies, the following quote from George Santayana, had stuck with me: “Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to 
repeat it.” Precisely for that reason, educating people about one of the darkest chapters in human history is of great significance. I am 
looking forward to meeting you soon!

 

 

 

Jane Keyser
In 2016, the Virginia Holocaust Museum welcomed nearly 8000 students for docent-led 
tours.  In our near-twenty-year existence, that number is somewhere between 125- and 
150,000. Throughout our history we have been blessed with the kindness of dozens of 
volunteer docents who have given their time to guide tours and educate students on 
the history of the Holocaust and on the dangers of hate and intolerance. One who has 
probably led the most tours and continues to demonstrate her impact on the Museum is 
Jane Keyser.

 
Jane, a life-long volunteer who also donates her time to Richmond’s The Valentine Museum, joined the VHM in its very first year of exis-
tence, scheduling and leading tours in the old classroom space at Temple Beth-El, multiple times per week and often multiple times per 
day. Seemingly tireless, Jane has led hundreds of Museum tours, even coming in on weekends or outside Museum hours, and visitors are 
always taken by her warm personality and infectious laugh. Says fellow docent and VHM Trustee Captain Alex Keisch, “We are distantly 
related, if not by blood then by smiles.  I want to smile as much and as well as she does.” Truer words were never spoken.  Next time you 
see Jane at the Museum please stop and take a moment to thank her for here two decades of volunteer services.  You’ll be sure to the 
leave the conversation smiling.

“She is our Lady of Many Hats”
–Capt. Alex Keisch, VHM Trustee and Docent

Each year, around 30 young Austrians are sent to 
Holocaust memorial museums and institutions all 
over the world to represent Austria. The Austrian 

Holocaust Memorial Service (AHMS) is a recognized 
alternative to a compulsory military service for young 
men in Austria. In September 2016, I started working at 
the Virginia Holocaust Museum to assist in its mission of 
Holocaust education.

Almost three years ago, I decided to apply for this 
program and I chose the VHM as the place where I would 
like to complete my service. As a person that has always 
been interested in history and politics, I was aware of the 
responsibility that Austrians had concerning its role in 
the Holocaust. During my long and intense preparation, 
I became more informed of Austria’s history and its role 
during World War II. I learned of an Austria that ignored 
its victims for many years and did not assume any form of 
responsibility for the crimes that were committed. I also 
spent a lot of time learning about the di�erent countries 
in Europe and their involvement in World War II and the 
Holocaust. I dedicated my senior project in school to 
researching the prosecution of Serbs, Jews and Roma 
in fascist Croatia. Austrian Holocaust remembrance and 
education steadily improved over the past few decades. 
However, there is still much work needed – in Austria, as 
well as around the world. 

My goals were not only to contribute to Holocaust 
education and research at the Virginia Holocaust 
Museum, but also taking my newly acquired knowledge 
back to Austria. Finding myself at the end of my service 
at the VHM, I hope that I had a lasting positive impact on 
all the students who followed my tours. I also hope that I 
made a valuable contribution to our mission of Holocaust 
Remembrance and Education, according to the museum’s 
motto: Tolerance through Education. 

I feel very fortunate to have met with Survivors, teachers, 
students, visitors and many others in and outside of the 
Museum. I would also like to thank the docents and the 
sta� for welcoming me so warmly and giving me the 
opportunity to complete my Austrian Holocaust Memorial 
Service at the VHM. As this was my first experience 
working and living abroad, my time in Richmond was full 
of new experiences and friendships. I have grown and 
learned much and I’m truly grateful for having had this 
opportunity.

I’ve enjoyed my time in Richmond and the VHM 
immensely, and am sad to be leaving. I hope that I will be 
back soon. Thank you!

–Lukas Tschemernjak
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From 1997

To  2017
Revisiting the history of the VHM
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The roots of the Virginia Holocaust Museum 
grew from a friendship between Al Rosenbaum, 
Jay Ipson, and Mark Fetter. Rosenbaum, a local 

artist, created a sculpture entitled Shoah, which was 
displayed in the lobby of the Jewish Community 
Center, until Mark Fetter helped to broker its inclusion 
in a temporary Holocaust art installation at the 
Valentine Museum. The two approached Jay Ipson, a 
local survivor from Lithuania, to see if he could speak 
to groups during its thirty-day schedule.  From this, 
came the idea of creating a Holocaust museum in 
Richmond. 

The January 23, 1997 issue of Washington Jewish 
Week published an article about the first phase of 
construction on a new Holocaust Museum at Temple 
Beth El. As the early press release stated, the Virginia 
Holocaust Museum would “stand as a tribute to 
Richmond Holocaust Survivors and serve as a unique, 
hands-on children’s museum targeted at students in 
grades 8 and 10.” The first phase mentioned in the 
article included exhibits on Kristallnacht, Ghettos, 
Selection & Deportation, Extermination, and the Ipson 
Family Hiding Place.  

Within two years of opening, the Museum was hosting 
over a thousand people each month in the small 
Brown Education Building at Temple Beth El. The 
staff realized they would need additional room to 
accommodate the growing numbers of visitors.
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In 2000, the Virginia General Assembly voted to o�er the American Tobacco Company 
Warehouse for the relocation, and over the next few years, employing teams of 
volunteers and contractors, the building was cleaned and retrofitted with the initial 

build-out of exhibits and o�ce space.  After restoration, the new and expanded 
Virginia Holocaust Museum was dedicated on Yom HaShoah, the Holocaust Day of 
Remembrance, on April 28, 2003.  

The new location boasted an expanded number of exhibits including a replica of the 
Chor Shul, one of only two synagogues to survive in Kovno, Lithuania. While the center 
of the exhibition space continued to be the personal narrative of the Ipson family, 
the larger space allowed for a series of expanded histories such as Hyde Farmland, 
Children’s Remembrance, DP Camps, Exodus, the Tower of Remembrance, and 
eventually the recreation of the Nuremberg Courtroom. 

In addition, the building a�orded the extra space for expansions in other crucial areas 
that would assure the growth of the institution. In 2007, a renovated second floor 
opened with an environmentally controlled space for the VHM Archives and the Carole 
Weinstein Holocaust Research Library. Their modest beginnings – 356 objects and 500 
volumes respectively – grew significantly to 10,000 objects and 5000 volumes. 

Since the founders saw education as a primary component of their mission, they enlisted 
volunteers to create a 128-page teacher’s manual in the first years of the VHM in an 
e�ort to provide lesson plans and resources tailored to the Museum’s exhibits. The 
same volunteers helped to organize the first Teacher Education Institute, originally held 
over two di�erent weekends in 2002, which grew into its current form as a two week 
graduate-level course taught in partnership with Longwood University.  

At twenty years, the Virginia Holocaust Museum is seeing the largest attendance 
numbers in our history. Last year, we reached 48,159 people across the world. The sta� 
collectively spoke to 5283 people in venues outside the museum, while our corps of 
volunteer docents guided 7777 students through our permanent exhibits.

Connecting the stories and experiences of Survivors, resistance fighters, and Liberators to the public has been one of the VHM’s initiatives. Left: Patty 
O’Connor interviewing Capt. George W. Rodericks about his time liberating Dachau. Right: A refugee from Bhutan speaks to local high school students 
and VHM staff about his experience relocating to Richmond.

The Virginia Holocaust Museum has seen a great growth in visitation. In 2016, the VHM saw nearly 43,000 visitors! Left: School group 
lines up to tour the VHM in April 1999. Right: Dr. Charles Sydnor gives a tour to the Richmond Tourism and Welcome Center committee.

Community

The Teachers Education Institute has grown from a weekend workshop to a two-week, multi-component course. Left: T.E.I. classroom back in 2002. 
Right: Director of Collections, Tim Hensley, lecturing at T.E.I. in the Nuremberg Courtroom exhibit.

Education

Connection
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of the war in Auschwitz until she was liberated in 1945.

L ia’s parents survived the war but after they reconnected, 
they decided to end their marriage. Lia’s father lived in 
Amsterdam while her mother continued to live in The 

Hague. Lia was reconnected with her mother via the Red Cross 
after 5 years apart. Esther won custody of Lia in court and the 
pair lived in The Hague for the rest of Lia’s teen years. Lia worked 
many jobs to support herself, from sewing dresses to painting 
Dutch scenes on tea cups. When she was 17, she left The Hague 
and set off for New Zealand from 1952–1956. Lia has many fond 

memories of her time in New Zealand. 
“If I hadn’t come to the United States in 
’56 I would’ve stayed in New Zealand,” 
says Lia “But my mother wanted to 
come to the United States because she 
was afraid that Russia were going to 
invade Holland and it was going to be 
my fault if I didn’t go home to bring her 
to the United States. Because she had a 
visa and I was on her visa. The only way 
should could get into the Untied States 
was if I was with her because she had 
the visa for two of us. And there was 
already who had us, to take care of us in 

the United States.” Justine Nusbaum, a well-known philanthropist 
and charity worker in Norfolk, Virgina, sponsored Lia and her 
mother. Nusbaum was responsible for creating the Needlework 
Guild of America chapter in Norfolk and starting Justine’s Cloth-
ing Bank out of the Food Band of Southeastern Virginia. Once in 
the States, Lia and her mother worked mending dresses in Sny-
der’s Department Store, but her mother had a hard time adjusting 

R osalia “Lia” Kaplan was born in The Hague, Netherlands 
on December 22, 1933. She lived in Scheveningen, a 
port district, with her father, Abraham “Ami” Kats; her 

mother, Esther Kats; and her older brother, Max Kats. Her father 
was an architect who often traveled to Amsterdam or Rotterdam 
for work. Her mother was a homemaker who looked after Lia and 
her brother. They lived near relatives and often spent time at Lia’s 
grandparents’ and were very social with other Jewish families in 
the neighborhood. In May 1940, when Lia was only 6 years old and 
had completed the first  grade, the Nazis invaded the Netherlands.

After the Nazi invasion, the Jewish community experienced drastic 
changes. Lia was taken out of her regular school and she was 
required, along with her family, to wear a Star of David. Jews in the 
city also weren’t allowed on public buses, or even allowed to go to 
their normal grocery store. Soon after the invasion there were fre-
quent bombings of The Hague. Lia and her family would go to her 
grandmother’s house during the bombings because she had a cellar 
as well as a bomb shelter in her back yard. In the summer 1942, 
the Third Reich began deporting Jews from of the Netherlands. 
Esther’s brother-in-law was the first in the family to be deported. 
He was picked up by the Nazi police and deported to Germany. 

Esther’s sister, Shellie, was told by Nazi police that she and her 
three children would be able to reconnect with her husband if 
they packed up their belongings and boarded a train to Germany. 
Instead, they were all sent to concentration camps and perished 
during the war. 

Lia’s mother felt that her brother-in-law’s deportation was a 
warning for her family, so she acted quickly. Esther arranged to 
have her appendix removed in order to buy time for the family to 
go into hiding. “The Germans picked us up,” recalls Lia, “and they 
were going to give my mother one week to recover before we were 
going to be shipped off. Knowing we had a week, the Underground 
picked us up, put us in different places.” In the first home Lia was 
taken to, she was kept in the attic. It was very hard for Lia, who 
was around 7 years old at the time, to understand why she was sep-
arated from her parents. In turn, Lia kept trying to get out of the 
attic. “These people couldn’t keep me there. So it was my grand-
mother that came out of hiding.” Lia’s grandmother, Hanna, took 
her back home and continued to correspond with an uncle who 
was working with the Underground to put them back into hiding. 
“When the Germans found out that we were back in our house, 
they came after us. So my grandmother threw me out of the back 

of the house and she says, ‘ You go back and see if you can get in one 
of the neighbors’ closets.’ I ended up in who knows where first, and I 
didn’t know what to do, I was only 8 and [the Germans] opened the 
door and took her and they never found me.” Lia was very close to 
her grandmother and with the help of the Virginia Holocaust Mu-
seum, she was able to honor her at Emek Sholom. “I put in between 
her name Hanna “Oma” because oma means grandmother… we had 
a lot of people with that name in the family, but I wanted to make 
sure to let her know that I was the one that has her in my mind.”

Throughout the war, Lia hid from the Germans all over Holland in 
about 25 different homes. The Un-
derground escorted her from place to 
place, traveling only at night to avoid 
being caught. Lia has been impacted 
tremendously by the kindness she was 
shown and the sacrifices others made 
for a single child. “They would’ve lost 
their lives if the Germans had known 
I was in their house…I was only 
between the age of 8 and 12 when 
all this was happening. But I became 
self-reliant because I had to learn how 
to take care of myself because the peo-
ple that I lived with could feed me and 
do things for me but I had to go and live in the attic and between 
walls, cellars, and place like that. So I had to learn to cope with my 
own life. And they had to cope their feeding me and worry that the 
Germans didn’t find me. How unselfish are you when you are willing 
to give your life up for a little child.” Lia was working with the Dutch 
Underground distributing BBC news when she was outed and 
picked up by the Nazis. Lia, who was then 11 years old, spent the rest 

Honoring   
Sacrifice

Lia Kaplan 
Survivor from  
Holland

The Netherlands 
1933–1952

Virginia, USA
1956–Present

New Zealand
1952–1956

Rosalia’s 
Path to 
Virginia

1952

1956

1956

During the 1950s, the governments 
of Holland, New Zealand and Aus-
tralia worked together to stabilize 
the economy and labor force after 
WWII. Thousands of Dutch citizens 
emigrated to Australia and New 
Zealand on a work contract provid-
ed by the Dutch government.

After arriving to the States, Lia 
had often saw instances racism 
and segregation in the Jim Crow 
south while living in Norfolk in 
the mid-50s and going into the 
Civil Rights Era. Since then, Lia 
has seen much change in the 
United States.

How unselfish 
are you when 

you are willing to 
give your life up 
for a little child?
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to life in the US and moved back to Holland a�er six months. 
Lia recalled also having a hard time adjusting to life in Virginia 
and trying to save money to move back to New Zealand or to 
California, but she stayed in Virginia a�er she met her husband, 
Abraham, at a USO convention. A�er three months of dating, the 
couple got married and continued to live in Norfolk. �ey had 
three kids together: Lisa, Andrew, and Ronnie.

Lia became very active in the Jewish community in Norfolk and 
connected with other Holocaust Survivors living in the area. 
Despite �nding it di�cult to talk about her time in hiding, Lia 
decided to share her experience a�er teachers at her children’s 
school asked her to tell her story. Lia spoke with middle school 
students all over Norfolk once every other month from 1962 until 
1976, when she moved to Virginia Beach. “See I was a youngster. 
So young people can relate to me.”

Lia later learned about the Virginia Holocaust Museum through a 
Rabbi in Virginia Beach who was with an organization of Jewish 
Survivors in the Tidewater region. Lia came to Richmond to visit 
the VHM with her daughter, Lisa. �ere she connected with Inge 
Horowitz, a volunteer with the Museum. “I became more active 
through Inge,” says Lia, “And I had met all other people. And this 
one wanted me to do this, and that one wanted me to do that and 

so they all got me involved. �e people that work in the [Virginia 
Holocaust Museum], got me involved in the Museum.”

L ia and her husband moved to Richmond 14 years ago a�er a 
large storm damaged their home in Virginia Beach. Lia now 
lives a relaxed life near the West End of Richmond. Abraham 

passed away in Februrary 2011. Lia has stepped back from speaking 
at the VHM due to her health, but recently spoke with high school 
students from Lynchburg. “�e questions were wonderful that they 
had. But, they were surprising because of how little they really knew. 
And how much they wanted to know. �ey really wanted to learn. 
�ey were fascinated by everything. �ere was not a peep you could 
get out of them with their questions and stu�. So I enjoyed that but I 
had to stop it because my health.” Lia is wary about the current state 
of the United States but has hope for future generations. “�e new 
generation that is coming up, I think is learning a little bit better how 
to do things...the 7, 8, 9 year olds they’re might be, learning little 
more about what life is about,” Lia said “And you didn’t have a good, 
how should I say, a good example in front of you. And I think these 
children will have a better example coming from [the millennial] 
generation.  Hopefully, I think.”

Did you know 
the VHM has a 
Research Library?
The Carole Weinstein Holocaust Research Library 
contains over 5,000 volumes on the Holocaust 
and modern genocide. Resources include an 
extensive number of scholarly works, as well 
as literature, documentary films, feature length 
films, and sound recordings. 

You may request an appointment to use the library by  
contacting Tim Hensley at thensley@vaholocaust.org.

The influence and scale of the Third Reich is reflected in 
even the smallest, most mundane aspects of German life 
in the 1940s. This typewriter, the first donation the VHM 
received this year, is a seemingly common historical 
artifact. This particular type of typewriter, the Olympia 
Robust, is often referred to as a German Army field 
typewriter. Although appearing commonplace, a single 
key reveals its connection to the Nazi party. Beneath 
the number five key is the infamous “SS” symbol. The 
symbol was likely added to the typewriter for practical 
reasons, so administrators could easily reference 
the organization in paperwork and documents. 
The addition of the key, however, also reflects the 
permeation of Nazi ideology, and the complicity of 
many during this time. The typewriter was created 
by Olympia Büromaschinenwerke AG Erfurt, a Berlin-
based company. Their work to create this item for the 
Nazi party shows the role, even if small, they played in 
maintaining the power and influence of the Third Reich 
and in helping to extend their reach. 

This typewriter came to Virginia all the way from 
California where a typewriter enthusiast discovered it 
while antique hunting. Recognizing the importance of 
the artifact, she decided to purchase the typewriter and 
donate it to a Holocaust Museum. The VHM was happy 
to receive the object and add another typewriter to 
our collection. The Museum currently has two similar 
typewriters, which we rotate in our Dachau exhibition. 
Having a third typewriter will allow all of the typewriters 
to remain off of display for longer, and in turn help 
ensure their preservation and longevity.

Minor 
Complicities
The Olympia Robust Typewriter

I wanted to make 
sure to let her 
know that I was 
the one that has 
her in my mind.

Top Le�: Hanna Kats, Lia’s grandmother 
that came out of hiding. Top Right: Lia 
and her older brother Max before the war. 
Below: Inge Horowitz and Lia at this year’s 
Yom HaShoah.
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Art has been used for generations to commemorate an important life event or 
person, to process how you feel about the world around you, or even just to give 
an audience a window into everyday life. When words fail us, a visual medium 
often allows for full expression of thought. The Holocaust is an event where 
sometimes words are not enough to describe it to its fullest extent. Many have 
utilized visual art as a way to communicate what life during the Holocaust was 
like and how it has a�ected them. The Virginia Holocaust Museum has seen the 
importance of utilizing the connection between art and history to enhance the 
learning and study of the Holocaust.

Although it may seem unlikely, the Virginia 
Holocaust Museum is home to a diverse 
collection of artwork.  This collection 

includes bodies of work from two artists with ties 
to Richmond—both artists were also German Jews 
living in Germany when Hitler rose to power. The 
VHM collected these pieces not only because they 
help to tell the stories of these two individuals, but 
also because they present an interesting way for 
our visitors to connect to the artists’ experiences. 
The first of these two collections came to the 
Museum in 2008 from Susanne Hirt. Susanne was 
the niece of artist Hermann Hirsch, a minor impres-
sionist from Germany. Hermann was born on July 4, 
1861 in Mönchengladbach, Germany. At age 20, he 
began studying art formally when he enrolled at the 
Royal Academy of Arts in Berlin. During this time, 
he also began exhibiting his artwork and participat-
ing in local art clubs. 

Hermann left Berlin for Bremke, Germany in 1917. 
There he became involved in the local Jewish com-
munity. In the 1920s, Hermann began to feel the 
impact of increasing anti-Semitism in Germany. As 
part of a small Jewish population in Bremke, Her-

mann was the target of anti-Semitic attacks. Having 
experienced this kind of anti-Semitism before 1933, 
Hermann feared greatly for what Germany would 
become after Hitler became Chancellor. A year af-
ter Hitler took power, Hermann committed suicide. 
Prior to his death, he had entrusted family mem-
bers, including Susanne, with his artwork. Susanne 
brought her collection to the States when she left 
Germany in 1938. 

The VHM is home to twenty-six of Hirsch’s pieces, 
which include paintings, drawings, and sketches. 
Hirsch’s work was often inspired by his surround-
ings. His pieces include several landscapes of 
his travels through Italy, Germany, and Southern 
Europe. Hirsch also created a number of portraits, 
often of friends and family, including his niece Su-
sanne. His collection depicts his life—likely similar 
to the lives of other German Jews—in Europe be-
fore the Holocaust. 

The Museum’s second collection of artwork depicts 
life after the Holocaust. This collection of work, do-
nated in 2012, was created by artist Margot Blank. 
It was donated by Margot’s husband, Allan. Margot 

Connecting to 
History on Canvas

Three Portraits by Margot Blank
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was born July 31, 1925 in Schmieheim, Germany 
where she lived with her parents and sister, Char-
lotte. Although Charlotte left Germany on a kinder-
transport, Margot decided to stay with her parents. 
The three were deported to Gurs camp in France 
in October 1940. Several months later, the family 
was moved to Camp de Rivesaltes where Margot’s 
parents passed away. Margot was liberated from 
Rivesaltes in April 1942, by the Oeuvre de Sec-
ours aux Enfants (OSE). Through this organization, 
Margot worked in a series of children’s homes and 
convents where she helped take care of rescued 
and sheltered Jewish children. 

After the War, Margot immigrated to the States 
in 1946. She began working as a dental assistant 
while studying social studies and art at the City Col-
lege in New York. She obtained her B.A. from this 
college and went on to get her M.A. in art educa-
tion from the College of New Rochelle in New York. 
During this time, Margot also met and married Allan 

Blank. The couple moved from New York to Virgin-
ia after Allan took a teaching position in Richmond. 
Margot continued her post-graduate studies in 
Richmond, taking courses in photography and print-
making at VCU. Margot also continued to work as an 
artist in Richmond, exhibiting her pieces in several 
shows and juried exhibitions. She was involved in 
the Richmond arts community until her passing.

The VHM’s collection of Blank’s work includes 
framed paintings, photographs, sketches, and mixed 
media pieces. Like Hirsch’s work, Blank’s pieces 
feature landscapes, still lifes, and portraits. Her art-
work also often makes use of bright, vibrant colors. 
Her body of work depicts the life she created in the 
States after the War. 

These two collections depict aspects of the artist’s 
lives, their travels, and the people they knew—
themes and images we hope inspire understanding 
in those who view them and create connections 

across time through shared experiences. To further 
connect visitors to the stories of survivors, the Mu-
seum has provided opportunities for educators and 
students to engage in the history of the Holocaust 
through visual art. 

Children made up 1.5 million of the six million 
Jewish victims of the Nazis.  These are 
numbers students often hear and learn about 

during their study of the Holocaust.  Numbers in the 
millions are di¢cult for students (and even adults) to 
fully comprehend.  Every year, thousands of students 
tour the Virginia Holocaust Museum and learn about 
the inhumane acts of the Nazis as well as the inspiring 
stories of hope and courage that are told through 
the photographs of Richmond’s own community of 
Holocaust survivors.  As “man’s inhumanity to man” 
unfolds right before their eyes, students leave the 
Museum quiet, solemn, reflective, processing what 
they just heard and saw. 

Teachers often ask Megan Ferenczy, Director of Edu-

Top Left: Palermo by Hermann Hirsch. Bottom Left: 
Englsburt mit Engelsbrüke über den Tiber by Hermann 
Hirsch. Right: Untitled by Margot Blank

Sad Isaac by Holly Simmons is the senior division 1st place 
winner of the 2017 Student Art Contest. She took inspiration 
from the German Expressionist aesthetic of the time. 

Junior division 1st place winner of the 2017 Student Art Contest, 
Kindall Patton, connected with the struggles of Survivors and being 
impacted by a traumatic experience in her piece Ana’s Sadness.

cation at the Virginia Holocaust Museum, how she 
gets students to fully understand the history of the 
Holocaust and the gravity of the actions of the Nazis 
and their collaborators.  Ferenczy’s response is, 
“You teach about individuals and the life they lived 
not only during the Holocaust but before.  Have 
students learn about people close to their own age; 
where did the person live?  How many people were 
in their family?  What was their school like?  What 
were their favorite sports?  When the study of the 
Holocaust is people focused, students are able to 
associate individuals with this history instead of 
solely numbers, dates and names of events.” In or-
der to help students comprehend and express what 
they have learned about the Holocaust and geno-
cide, the Museum encourages learning through 
various means of visual expression. 

Every year for the Student Art Contest, the VHM 
selects a theme for students to express themselves 
creatively about what they  learned about the Holo-
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caust or other genocides, such as “rescue” or “sur-
vival.” Hundreds of submissions are entered each 
year by middle and high school students from all over 
the state of Virginia, which are judged by educators 
and artists in the Richmond area. This year’s theme 
was “Impact” for the Museum’s 20th year anniversa-
ry. Students submitted work based on how visiting 
the Virginia Holocaust Museum and learning about 
the Holocaust has impacted them. “Every year I am 
blown away by how talented these students are,” says 
Rachel Harper, the VHM’s graphic designer and judge 
for the Student Art Contest. “It’s hard to choose a 
winner sometimes. I find it fascinating to see how stu-
dents take a tough concept, like the Holocaust, and 
create beautiful and powerful pieces.” Winners are 
announced and awarded on Yom HaShoah and their 
work is put on display in the Museum for a year. 

While the art contest has been an educational staple 
for the VHM, a new opportunity for students present-
ed itself to the VHM this past Fall. Dana Morris, a local 
high school art teacher, was looking to collaborate on 
a student art project with the VHM and approached 
Ferenczy back in 2016.  Morris wanted to focus on 
the current refugee crisis and educate people about 
refugees living in Richmond.  The goal of the project 
is to connect an individual with a humanitarian issue. 
The purpose, to give a platform for people whose 

stories are often not heard.  The high school stu-
dents learned about refugees living in Richmond from 
Commonwealth Catholic Charities, another partner 
organization.  The participating students also visited 
the VHM, taking a tour of the exhibits, and then listen-
ing to the experiences of the refugee speakers from 
all over the world, including Iran, Bhutan, Sudan, Iraq, 
Germany, and Nepal.  It is from those conversations 
that students drew inspiration for their artwork. One 
student commented, “Everything we hear is through 
social media and on news and stu© from our parents, 
so it’s really di©erent and really beneficial for us to 
meet these people face to face and hear their stories 
from their mouths.” The art will be on public display in 
the Virginia Holocaust Museum’s Art Gallery through 
the summer.    
   
We often connect to history through articles, text-
books, and dates. But a way to explore history on a 
more personal level is through art. Preserving two 
bodies of artwork and sharing them with the pub-
lic, helps to connect visitors to the experiences and 
personal histories of the artists. Providing education-
al programs, such as the student art contest, allows 
students to think critically and creatively about the 
Holocaust as well as current events around the world.  
Because of this impact, the VHM will continue to 
preserve and promote the creation of art as a way to 
bridge visitors to history. 

Above: Refugee Project Art Opening

The Rakhine State of Myanmar is home to approximately 80% 
of the Muslim Rohingya population of 1.1 million. The Myanmar 
government claims the Rohingya are “illegal immigrants” from 

Bangladesh despite the fact that these people have lived in the country 
for centuries. The state denies them basic human rights and subjects 
them to forced displacement, police harassment, land confiscation, and 
exclusion from seeking equal employment. 

The government also supports extremist Buddhist groups who commit 
violence against Rohingya communities. One example of this occurred 
on April 26, 2017 when a mosque in Rakhine state was set on fire. Local 
Muslims rushed to put the fire out and local extremists arrived in an 
a�empt to assault the Rohingya, trapping them inside. When local police 
arrived, they did nothing to put out the fire or prevent the assaults. In 
the twenty-four hours after the incident, the Rakhine police accused the 
Muslim population of se�ing the fire themselves in order to accuse the 
Rakhine people.

This type of local violence is common in Myanmar and the state has ac-
celerated the persecution against the Rohingya over the last five years. 
In 2013, extremist Buddhists launched the 969 Movement, an organized 
anti-Muslim movement supposedly designed to protect the country 
from “contamination” from outside religion. 

Genocide Watch:  
Rohingya in Myanmar
De Malyene is covering populations around the world 
that are at risk of genocide. We will now take a closer 
look at one of them  in Myanmar. 
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The Zookeeper’s Wife, by Diane Ackerman, tells the true story of Antonina 
Zabinski, her husband, Jan, and  their family-owned zoo set against the 
backdrop of Nazi occupied Poland. The zoo’s many buildings proved 
instrumental in the Zabinski’s mission to take in and hide Jews from Warsaw, 
Poland’s infamous ghetto, despite suffering damages from the war. Through 
the work of Jan, several government bureaus, and the secret help of the 
Underground, the family was able to bring three hundred Jews into hiding 
within the zoo complex throughout the war. 

Ackerman’s telling of the Zabinski’s story highlights the family’s truly selfless 
compassion for the lives of others, whether it be the array of animals in their 
care at the zoo or the hundreds of Jews who came looking to them for help. 
Ackerman focuses on Antonina and her role in caring for and protecting the 
individuals who passed through their home as she uses her understanding 
of the animals’ instincts to avoid discovery. 

Enhancing Ackerman’s story is the inclusion of Antonia’s diary entries, which 
provide glimpses of her day-to-day life as well as her thoughts and fears. 
This interchange between the author and Antonia’s experience creates a 

connection that draws the reader further into the story. Ackerman does a truly wonderful job chronicling the story 
of the Zabinskis and their zoo that saved hundreds of Jews. This book has recently been adapted for the big screen 
and it was released earlier this year.

Book Review: The Zookeeper’s wife
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